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**Hypothesis:** In patients with diabetic foot and pressure ulcers, early intervention with biological therapy will either halt progression or result in rapid healing of these chronic wounds.

**Design:** In a prospective nonrandomized case series, 23 consecutive patients were treated with human skin equivalent (HSE) after excisional debridement of their wounds.

**Setting:** A single university teaching hospital and tertiary care center.

**Patients and Methods:** Twenty-three consecutive patients with a total of 41 wounds (1.0-7.5 cm in diameter) were treated with placement of HSE after sharp excisional debridement. All patients with pressure ulcers received alternating air therapy with zero-pressure alternating air mattresses.

**Main Outcome Measure:** Time to 100% healing, as defined by full epithelialization of the wound and by no drainage from the site.

**Results:** Seven of 10 patients with diabetic foot ulcers had complete healing of all wounds. In these patients 17 of 20 wounds healed in an average of 42 days. Seven of 13 patients with pressure ulcers had complete healing of all wounds. In patients with pressure ulcers, 13 of 21 wounds healed in an average of 29 days. All wounds that did not heal in this series occurred in patients who had an additional stage IV ulcer or a wound with exposed bone. Twenty-nine of 30 wounds that healed did so after a single application of the HSE.

**Conclusions:** In diabetic ulcers and pressure ulcers of various durations, the application of HSE with the surgical principles used in a traditional skin graft is successful in producing healing. The high success rate with complete closure in these various types of wounds suggests that HSE may function as a reservoir of growth factors that also stimulate wound contraction and epithelialization. If a wound has not fully healed after 6 weeks, a second application of HSE should be used. If the wound is not healing, an occult infection is the likely cause. All nonischemic diabetic foot and pressure ulcers that are identified and treated early with aggressive therapy (including antibiotics, off-loading of pressure, and biological therapy) will not progress.
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The morbidity and mortality from a venous stasis ulcer, diabetic foot ulcer, or pressure ulcer (sacral, gluteal, or trochanteric) presents a considerable health care problem.

We calculated from multiple sources that in the United States, the total prevalence of all 3 of these types of ulcers is between 3 and 6 million.1-3 These physiologically impaired and slow-to-heal wounds place a great burden on the health system, with costs of billions of dollars. The true costs of such chronic wounds, however, cannot be estimated solely by their enormous health care expenditures. The pain and suffering incurred by a patient who enters the hospital for a medical disease and leaves with a sacral ulcer goes far beyond the costs of that wound.

Among 16 million patients with diabetes (diagnosed and undiagnosed) in the United States, there are an estimated 1200 amputations performed each week,4 84% of which are preceded by a foot ulcer.5 Limb amputation in patients with diabetes is associated with an increased risk for further amputation, which has a 5-year mortality rate of 39% to 68%.6 The direct costs of these lower-extremity amputations in patients with diabetes range from $20,000 to $60,000.7 When the cost of failed vascular reconstruction and rehabilitation—as well as lost productivity within society—are accounted for, these expenses exceed financial analysis. The grave consequences of diabetic ulcers to patients make it necessary to determine the best combination of therapies to prevent progression.
PATIENTS, MATERIALS, AND METHODS

In this report we detail all of the consecutive pressure and diabetic foot ulcers that were treated with Apligraf. The patients were treated over 9 months with a follow-up period ranging from 2 to 10 months.

All wounds were prepared in the following standard fashion: the wound base was excised and wound edges were extended by approximately 1 mm. Brisk capillary bleeding from all wound surfaces was attained. The goal of surgical debridement was to remove all necrotic and grossly infected material, as well as all scar tissue.

Twenty-three consecutive patients were treated with Apligraf (10 patients had diabetic ulcers; 13, pressure ulcers). The treatment period extended for 10 months, and the follow-up period ranged from 2 to 9 months. All chronic ulcers were treated only after they showed a minimum of drainage and the presence of well-vascularized granulation tissue. There were 3 wounds that extended to bone (2 diabetic and 1 pressure ulcer). The wounds ranged in diameter from 1 cm to 7.5 cm. Apligraf was placed on the wound after complete hemostasis was attained. Apligraf was applied as a skin graft with interrupted 5-0 absorbable sutures, leaving a distance of approximately 1 mm between the new skin edge of the wound and the edge of Apligraf. Afterward, Adaptic (Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ) was placed over the graft, followed by xeroform wrapped around sterile cotton, followed by Tegaderm (3M Health Care, Memphis, Tenn).

All patients who had cellulitis associated with diabetic foot ulcers were treated with intravenous antibiotics. In all patients, culture specimens from deep tissue were obtained after the superficial tissue has been excised; those with findings positive for bacterial growth were treated with antibiotics. We educated all patients on how best to relieve pressure. Although crutches were prescribed, patients were often noncompliant with this aspect of therapy.

Pressure ulcers were staged in the following manner and represent the National Pressure Advisory Panel guidelines, published by the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, Rockville, Md. 16:

- Stage I: Nonblanchable erythema of intact skin; the heralding lesion of skin ulceration. In individuals with darker skin, discoloration of the skin, warmth, edema, induration, or hardness may also be indicators.
- Stage II: Partial-thickness skin loss involving epidermis or dermis or both. The ulcer is superficial and presents clinically as an abrasion, blister, or shallow crater.
- Stage III: Full-thickness skin loss involving damage or necrosis of subcutaneous tissue, which may extend down to but not through underlying fascia. The ulcer presents clinically as a deep crater with or without undermining of adjacent tissue.
- Stage IV: Full-thickness skin loss with extensive destruction of tissue necrosis, or damage to muscle, bone, or supporting structures (such as tendon and joint capsule). Undermining and sinus tracts also may be associated with stage IV pressure ulcers.

All patients with pressure ulcers received alternating air therapy with the Renaissance zero-pressure alternating air mattress (Pegasus Airwave Inc, Boca Raton, Fla). Surgical debridement was performed on all patients in a setting in which adequate hemostasis could be obtained. Although most patients were treated in the operating room, debridements were also performed on both outpatients and inpatients. The 3 patients who were lost to follow-up evaluation were considered to have had nonhealing wounds.

Pressure ulcers also cause pain, lost productivity, and huge expenditures. 8 Pressure ulcers are common in the elderly population, in patients who are bedridden, in patients with spinal cord injury, and after major orthopedic reconstruction. The prevalence of pressure ulcers (stage II and greater) is estimated to be up to 17% among hospitalized patients,9,10 at least 12% among patients in nursing homes, and 20% to 30%11,12 among patients with spinal cord injury and in rehabilitation units. Furthermore, pressure ulcers are associated with an increased mortality, especially if healing does not occur.13-15 The healing rate for stage II ulcers that extend only into the dermis has been as low as 26% at 6 months.16 In practical terms, it is not uncommon for patients to be discharged with large unhealed ulcers. With a burgeoning aging population, it is imperative to develop new treatments for these ulcers. Prevention is the ideal solution, but we hypothesize that early intervention halts progression and its ensuing morbidity and mortality.

Healing of acute wounds, such as surgical incisions, occurs sequentially, in a timely fashion, and without definitive intervention. Platelets enter the wound and secrete growth factors that subsequently recruit macrophages into the wound. These macrophages also release growth factors17 that cause endothelial cells to migrate and proliferate in the wound, thereby stimulating angiogenesis and the fibroblasts to synthesize collagen.18

The orderly and timely reparative process characteristic of acute wounds results in a sustained restoration of anatomic and functional integrity.19 A chronic wound is characterized by failure to heal in a timely and orderly process, compromising anatomic and functional integrity.20,21 Diabetic foot ulcers and pressure ulcers are all chronic wounds, and intervention is always necessary to prevent their further progression.

Biological therapy and the use of human skin equivalent (HSE) are ideal treatments for chronic ulcers because they add additional cells and growth factors to a deficient wound-healing environment. The risk of wound infection is decreased by accelerating healing time. New drugs have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration, Washington, DC, to accelerate the closure of nonhealing wounds (eg, platelet-derived growth factor-BB, also known as Regranex22,23 [Ortho-McNeil, Raritan, NJ] and the HSE Apligraf [also known as Graftskin; synthesized by Organogenesis Inc, Canton, Mass, and distributed by Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp, East Hanover, NJ]24,25), a development that has begun (and no doubt will continue) to transform the field. Wound healing requires practical outcome-related data, which is a standard for measuring the effectiveness of any treat-
ment. Therefore, we describe our initial results using HSE for patients with diabetic foot and pressure ulcers.

The HSE Apligraf has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration to accelerate the closure of non-healing wounds. Apligraf is a bilayered living-skin construct containing an outer layer of live allogeneic human keratinocytes and a second layer of live allogeneic fibroblasts on type 1 collagen dispersed in a dermal layer matrix. Both cell layers are grown from infant foreskin. Apligraf looks and feels like human skin; however, its biological activity is distinct from that of an autologous skin graft in that it is a potent stimulator of wound healing.

In a multicenter clinical trial for patients (N=120) who had venous ulcers for longer than 1 year, Apligraf plus compression therapy proved almost 3 times more effective in 100% closure of wounds, as measured at 24 weeks (46% vs 19% of control patients who did not receive Apligraf) (P=.002). On the basis of this published evidence, we therefore began treating nonhealing venous stasis ulcers present for longer than 1 year with Apligraf and had similar results. Therefore, we hypothesized that a single application of Apligraf applied early in the course of ulcer formation, specifically in the population of patients with diabetes and in those with superficial pressure ulcers, could prevent the progression of these wounds and possibly accelerate their closure.

RESULTS

Ten patients with diabetes were treated. Of these, 7 had all wounds heal (Figure 1 and Figure 2); 86% of diabetic wounds healed in total (Table 1). Two patients needed between 3 and 6 months for their wounds to heal. One of these patients' wounds was a 5-cm-diameter heel ulcer, which developed after a coronary artery bypass graft; the other patient's wound was the result of a burn. We subsequently treated a patient with diabetes who had ascending cellulitis and who received intravenous antibiotics. He then received Apligraf as an outpatient 6 weeks after the first application of HSE, which resulted in 100% closure of his wound.

Wound healing in 3 patients with diabetes failed: 2 wounds were on toes in which there was necrosis of the distal phalanx. We anticipated a toe amputation in both patients, which occurred within 30 days of the initial debridement. Apligraf was placed on the bones of these pa-
Many of these same patients had wounds less than 1 cm in diameter, which were also treated with Apligraf. All of these wounds healed, but because the wounds were initially so small, they were not included in this report.

Of the patients with pressure ulcers, 7 of 13 had all wounds heal, 13 of 21 wounds healed in an average of 29 days (Table 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4). All wounds that healed required only a single application of Apligraf. Five of the patients whose wounds did not heal with Apligraf had the concurrent presence of a stage IV ulcer. The sixth patient’s wound was a stage III ulcer, the size of which had decreased by 50%; however, the patient died 2 months after the Apligraf application as a consequence of an anoxic brain injury (Table 2).

Many of these same patients had wounds less than 1 cm in diameter, which were also treated with Apligraf. All of these wounds healed, but because the wounds were initially so small, they were not included in this report.

In this article, we describe a safe and considerable healing response using Apligraf treatment for diabetic foot ulcers. In 18 consecutive diabetic foot wounds, notable...
healing resulted after a single application of Apligraf. Furthermore, in patients whose surface pressure ulcers were treated with Apligraf and with alternating air therapy with zero-pressure alternating air mattresses (and who did not have a simultaneous stage IV ulcer), all wounds healed. None of 41 wounds in patients treated with Apligraf progressed under this wound-healing paradigm. Therefore, this type of biological therapy should be considered in all new diabetic foot ulcers or pressure ulcers to prevent progression of these highly morbid disease processes.

The advantage of early intervention in wounds has been clearly established (eg, in patients with burns). The burn wound is a site for colonization by endogenous and exogenous organisms. Effective topical antimicrobial chemotherapy and early burn wound excision have consid-

Figure 3. A, Saline being applied in Petri dish (keratinocyte layer) such that Apligraf can be easily removed from its culture medium. B, Apligraf being lifted with 2 smooth forceps (fibroblast side showing). C, Quadruplegic who had nonhealing sacral ulcer. In this photograph, the wound was debrided down to subcutaneous tissue. D, This wound healed 3 weeks after application of the skin graft, 1 week before photograph was taken.

Figure 4. A, Three days after Apligraf was sutured into pressure ulcer with depth in right trochanteric area of 2.8 cm. Short arrows point to sutures. Long arrow points to human skin equivalent. B, Seven weeks later, it filled in with granulation tissue and had fully epithelialized, suggesting effectiveness of Apligraf in forming granulation tissue and aiding in epithelialization.
erably reduced the overall occurrence of invasive burn wound infections and have subsequently increased survival rates. The lessons learned from burn wounds can be translated to chronic wounds. In physiologically impaired wounds such as diabetic foot ulcers, higher debridement rates correlate directly with higher healing rates. In our series, patients required no more than 2 debridements prior to Apligraf application. The decreased amount of debridement in our series can be explained by the extensive sharp debridement that we performed on the initial debridements as well as the fact that patients in this study did not have considerable depth to their wounds on initial presentation. In our experience, debriding any wound to the level at which scar and infection are no longer present (even if down to the bone) has proved to be safe and therapeutic. Similarly, viable tissue should not be excised. In particular, the wound margins should not be extended more than 1 mm or 2 mm.

Alternating air therapy has been demonstrated to considerably increase blood flow in the sacral area. We have observed that the use of a Renaissance zero-pressure alternating air mattress (Pegasus Airwave Inc) for more than 100 consecutive patients prevented progression of a decubitus ulcer. We recommend this type of therapeutic bed treatment for patients who receive skin grafts. Future studies are necessary to ascertain the specific therapeutic effects of this mattress and to determine the angiogenic response to Apligraf.

Our data suggest that osteomyelitis prevents Apligraf from being effective in an area in which the wound is adjacent to the area of osteomyelitis. The wounds of 9 patients in our study did not all heal; some of these patients had osteomyelitis and others had concurrent infection. We hypothesize that the presence of an ulcer with active infection considerably impedes the healing process in other ulcers that are nearby.

One possible limitation of our study in design is that it was a nonrandomized study with no placebo group. However, it now has been established in separate prospective, randomized, placebo-controlled studies that Apligraf accelerates closure of 2 types of chronic wounds (eg, venous and diabetic). Investigators at the Deaconess-Joslin Foot Center, Boston, Mass, report that HSE significantly accelerates the closure of nonhealing diabetic wounds; specifically, they found that nonhealing diabetic foot ulcers close in an average of 39 days compared with 91 days for the control group. We observed that if a patient responds to HSE, the wound will begin to contract within the first 3 weeks after Apligraf application. We chose 6 weeks for the second application of Apligraf based on our clinical experience, which suggests the maximal effect of the first graft occurs at this time. In all patients whose wounds healed, only 1 or 2 applications of Apligraf were necessary (Table 1 and Table 2). This is significantly less graft material than that used in the clinical trials (eg, venous and diabetic) to demonstrate Apligraf's clinical efficacy. This may provide further cost savings to the patient.

It is well established that patients with diabetes are at high risk for developing foot ulcers. Equally important is the fact that once a patient with diabetes develops an open wound, he or she is further hampered by both impairments in wound healing and an increased susceptibility for wound infection. These factors help explain why nearly half (46%) of 162 500 annual hospitalizations for foot ulcers in the United States occur in patients with diabetes (16 million diagnosed and undiagnosed cases in the United States). Foot ulcers precede 85% of all nontraumatic lower limb amputations in the United States, half of which are performed in patients with diabetes. In addition, limb amputation in patients with diabetes is associated with an increased risk for further amputation, which has a 5-year mortality rate of 39% to 68%. The direct costs of these lower extremity amputations in patients with diabetes range from $200 000 to $600 000. A cost of a single application of Apligraf is approximately $1000. Further studies will be required to determine the direct cost benefit.

Certain types of wounds may require more than a single type of biological therapy. In the future, HSE may be used in synergy with some other drugs currently available for patients in whom wounds do not heal. In the United States, some of the other available interventions include recombinant human platelet-derived growth factor, which has been shown to significantly increase granulation tissue, contraction, and time to healing in diabetic foot ulcers. In addition, granulocyte macrophage colony–stimulating factor, which recruits macrophages into the wound and is thought to release multiple other growth factors as well, has also been shown to be effective in the acceleration of healing of diabetic foot, pressure, and venous stasis ulcers.

In the future, treatment of complicated chronic wounds may be similar to the treatment of other complicated diseases, including rejection of a transplanted organ, tumor metastasis, and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, for which multiple combinations of medications are necessary. The data presented herein demonstrate that Apligraf should be part of the armamentarium used in treating these complicated wounds.

Recognition that a chronic wound by definition has a physiologic impairment to healing is important in designing a treatment plan. Initial recognition of a diabetic ulcer should prompt an immediate visit with the patient's physician, podiatrist, and surgeon. The possibility for vascular intervention should be assessed simultaneously. Both diabetic and pressure ulcers originate at the skin level. The data presented in this study document that when infection is controlled by debridement and other appropriate therapy, biological intervention provides a choice that assures lack of progression in both diabetic and pressure ulcers. This concept of early intervention to prevent amputation is well documented in the literature. All patients with diabetes and who are at risk for pressure wounds (ie, those with spinal cord injuries and bedridden patients) should be examined daily. Any new wound in these patients requires mandatory intervention. In this article, we describe one treatment regimen that should be used in the future to accelerate the healing of diabetic and pressure ulcers and to ensure lack of progression of these wounds.
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**DISCUSSION**

Cleon W. Goodwin, Jr, MD, Fort Sam Houston, Tex: The history of chronic wound management is passionate and contradictory and is usually based on case series. When I was an eager and naive surgical resident, I was interested in these types of wounds. I learned very quickly what all of my predecessors all knew to be true—that the interest itself and the related increase in wound care often resulted in improved wound healing unrelated to the magic agent being investigated. This has been called by some the Hawthorne effect. Clinical trials with appropriate controls, including the adjuvant therapy that Dr Brem talked about, are essential to evaluate the new high tech, very expensive solutions now being offered by the biotechnology industry.

**Why Apligraf?** Over a decade ago Hefton and Stiano-Coico down the street from Dr Brem at Cornell demonstrated that allogeneic donor keratinocytes do not persist and are replaced by host keratinocytes and that the donor keratinocytes act primarily as delivery vehicles for various growth hormones. So what’s new about Apligraf and your technique?

The second question: You state in your paper that Apligraf is distinct and more effective in healing these recalcitrant wounds than autologous skin graft. This is certainly contrary to conventional thinking. What are your data for this statement?

Finally, you state that the closeable wound bed must be free of infection. Do you confirm this with quantitative wound biopsy, as advised by Robson and many others?

**J. David Richardson, MD, Louisville, Ky:** Dr Brem, my question is a cost question, especially if you are trying to convince someone that it is more than a Hawthorne effect and you are trying to look at the cost of the treatment itself. Have you done any cost analysis? What does the Apligraf itself cost, and how does that work?

**Fabrizio Michelassi, MD, Chicago, Ill:** In Crohn’s disease, pyoderma gangrenosum can create difficult ulcers to heal. Although we all understand that the primary therapy should be directed to the active Crohn’s disease, those ulcers may be difficult to heal. Have you used human skin equivalent in pyoderma gangrenosum at your institution where you obviously see a lot of patients with inflammatory bowel disease?

**Dr Hollier:** Of all topics in surgery, one of the most challenging to solve is chronic wounds. It is also the ones that surgeons in general least like to take care of. Surgeons by their very personality like quick answers, quick solutions. Anything that doesn’t heal right away, we are not exactly interested in that. The comments by Dr Goodwin are very pertinent in that interest clearly does make a difference, particularly the difficult-to-heal wound. There is nothing like persistence, daily care, daily inspection, and persistence that will allow the best opportunity for healing.

The question, were clinical trials performed? Clinical trials have already been performed looking at Apligraf vs best conventional therapy for venous disease and diabetic ulcers. There has not been a clinical trial for pressure ulcers. That is clearly the next step. Our work started initially with an interest in the chronic venous ulcer, those that had been there for greater than a year, where only 19% healed with best medical therapy. Even with an aggressive surgical approach of interruption of deep perforators, it is rare to get greater than 50% healing and that usually does not persist. So there is room for further clinical trials.

Why Apligraf? If one takes the conventional skin graft, one may have growth factors that are produced, but it is a relatively stable state. The keratinocytes and fibroblasts that are made for Apligraf are taken from all places the foreskin of neonates. These cells are actively dividing, actively producing growth factors. These sheets of Apligraf have to be applied within five days of receiving them, so there is a time element, but these are growth factories of making growth factors. If one could take an analogy with the tobacco industry when one might say that a cigarette is a delivery mechanism for the drug nicotine, one might say that the Apligraf is a delivery vehicle for 15 growth factors. There is some excellent work done previously by Dr Jan Young by polymerase chain reaction analysis showing that there are 15 different growth factors that are synthesized by the keratinocytes and fibroblasts of this product. It is opening up a new realm for surgeons, not only here in the management of wounds, but also in the future era of gene therapy.

Dr Richardson asked about the cost. The cost is roughly $975 a sheet. Fortunately only one application is all that has been required in most of our patients. Otherwise the hospital would probably have run us out. But we have been able to demonstrate however that just a single day short of hospital stay saves that money. Our cost is about $1000 a day. Furthermore, if you are taking a patient with a pressure ulcer in an intensive care unit setting, unfortunately there are some patients who have bills of over $200000 run up because of inability to heal pressure ulcers. So clearly we need further studies to see whether or not the cost effectiveness will really be shown through.

Dr Michelassi had excellent questions about Crohn’s disease. Mount Sinai is rife with Crohn’s disease patients. We have not yet studied the wound complications of Crohn’s disease, but it is crying for a study going forward.

---

**Quotation**

It is the surgeon’s duty to tranquilize the temper, to beget cheerfulness, and to impart confidence of recovery.

*Sir Astley Paston Cooper* 1768-1841